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The European colonisation of North America involved enslavement, ethnic cleansing, and genocide.

New France 1534–1763 ...
It extended from Newfoundland to the Canadian Prairies and from Hudson Bay to the Gulf 
of Mexico, including all the Great Lakes of North America.

Wikipedia - New France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nouvelle-France

New Spain 1521–1821 ...
Its jurisdiction comprised a huge area that included what are now Mexico, much of the 
Southwestern U.S. and California in North America, Central America, northern parts of 
South America, and several territorial Pacific Ocean archipelagos, the largest and most 
important being the Philippine Islands. 

Wikipedia - New Spain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Spain

The United States of America was created on July 4, 1776, with the Declaration of 
Independence of thirteen British colonies in North America. In the Lee Resolution of July 2,
1776, the colonies resolved that they were free and independent states. The union was 
formalized in the Articles of Confederation, which came into force on March 1, 1781, after 
being ratified by all 13 states.

Wikipedia - Territorial Evolution of the United States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Territorial_evolution_of_the_United_States

Slavery and enslavement are both the state and the condition of being a slave, who is 
someone forbidden to quit their service for an enslaver, and who is treated by the enslaver as
their property.

Wikipedia - Slavery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enslavement

Ethnic cleansing is the systematic forced removal of ethnic, racial, and religious groups 
from a given area, with the intent of making a region ethnically homogeneous. Along with 
direct removal, extermination, deportation or population transfer, it also includes indirect 
methods aimed at forced migration by coercing the victim group to flee and preventing its 
return, such as murder, rape, and property destruction.

Wikipedia - Ethnic Cleansing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic_cleansing

The genocide of indigenous peoples, colonial genocide, or settler genocide is elimination of
entire communities of indigenous peoples as part of colonialism.
…
It is estimated that during the initial Spanish conquest of the Americas up to eight million 
indigenous people died, primarily through the spread of Afro-Eurasian diseases.

Simultaneously, wars and atrocities waged by Europeans against Native Americans also 
resulted in deaths.

Mistreatment and killing of Native Americans continued for centuries, in every area of 
the Americas, including the areas that would become Canada, the United States, Mexico, 
Brazil, and the Southern Cone countries such as Paraguay, Chile, and Argentina.
…
The Family Planning Services and Population Research Act of 1970 caused the sterilization 
of an estimated 25% of fertile Native American women within 6 years.

Wikipedia - Genocide of Indigenous Peoples
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide_of_indigenous_peoples

The expansion of the United States also involved enslavement, ethnic cleansing, and genocide.

The Louisiana Purchase was the acquisition of the territory of Louisiana by the United 
States from the French First Republic in 1803.

Wikipedia - Louisiana Purchase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisiana_Purchase

Oregon Country was a disputed region of the Pacific Northwest of North America in the 
19th century. The region was occupied by British and French Canadian fur traders from 
before 1810, as well as American settlers from the mid-1830s, with its coastal areas north 
from the Columbia River frequented by ships from all nations engaged in the maritime fur 
trade, most of these from the 1790s through 1810s being Boston-based. The Oregon Treaty 
of 1846 ended disputed joint occupancy pursuant to the Treaty of 1818 and established the 
British-American boundary at the 49th parallel (except Vancouver Island).

Wikipedia - Oregon Country
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oregon_country

The Republic of Texas was a sovereign state in North America that existed from March 2, 
1836, to February 19, 1846, although Mexico considered it a rebellious province during its 
entire existence despite the Treaties of Velasco of May 1836. 

Wikipedia - Republic of Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Texas

The Mexican–American War … from 1846 to 1848.

Wikipedia - Mexican–American War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican%E2%80%93American_War

The Mexican Cession is the region in the modern-day southwestern United States that 
Mexico ceded to the United States in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 after the 
Mexican–American War. This region had not been part of the areas east of the Rio Grande 
that had been claimed by the Republic of Texas, though the Texas annexation resolution two 
years earlier had not specified the southern and western boundary of the new state of Texas.

Wikipedia - Mexican Cession
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexican_Cession

The Gadsden Purchase is a 29,670-square-mile (76,800 km2) region of present-day 
southern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico that the United States acquired from 
Mexico by the Treaty of Mesilla, which took effect on June 8, 1854.

Wikipedia - Gadsden Purchase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gadsden_Purchase

For example:

The assimilation of Spanish Florida involved enslavement, ethnic cleansing, and genocide.

Spanish Florida 1513–1763 & 1783-1821
Florida was never more than a backwater region for Spain and served primarily as a strategic
buffer between New Spain (whose undefined northeastern border was near the Mississippi 
River), Spain's Caribbean colonies, and the expanding English colonies to the north.
…
Due to disease and, later, raids by Carolina colonists and their Native American allies, the 
native population was not large enough for an encomienda system of forced agricultural 
labor, so Spain did not establish large plantations in Florida.
…
Britain took possession of Florida as part of the agreements ending the Seven Years' War 
in 1763, and the Spanish population largely emigrated to Cuba. The new colonial ruler 
divided the territory into East and West Florida, but despite offers of free land to new 
settlers, Britain was unable to increase the population or economic output, and traded 
Florida back to Spain after the American War of Independence in 1783.
…
The Adams–Onís Treaty was signed between the United States and Spain on February 22, 
1819, and took effect on July 17, 1821. According to the terms of the treaty, the United 
States acquired Florida and all Spanish claim to the Oregon Country. In exchange, the U.S.
renounced all its claims to Texas and agreed to pay all Spanish debts to American citizens, 
which totaled about $5 million.

Wikipedia - Spanish Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_Florida

In 1810, parts of West Florida were annexed by the proclamation of President James 
Madison, who claimed the region as part of the Louisiana Purchase. These parts were 
incorporated into the newly formed Territory of Orleans. The U.S. annexed the Mobile 
District of West Florida to the Mississippi Territory in 1812.
…
Seminoles based in East Florida began raiding Georgia settlements, and offering havens for 
runaway slaves. The United States Army led increasingly frequent incursions into Spanish 
territory, including the 1817–1818 campaign against the Seminole Indians by Andrew 
Jackson that became known as the First Seminole War. The United States now effectively 
controlled East Florida.
…
Florida had become a burden to Spain, which could not afford to send settlers or troops due 
to the devastation caused by the Peninsular War. Madrid, therefore, decided to cede the 
territory to the United States through the Adams–Onís Treaty, which took effect in 1821. 
President James Monroe was authorized on March 3, 1821, to take possession of East 
Florida and West Florida for the United States and provide for initial governance. Andrew 
Jackson, on behalf of the U.S. federal government, served as a military commissioner with 
the powers of governor of the newly acquired territory for a brief period. On March 30, 
1822, the U.S. Congress merged East Florida and part of West Florida into the Florida 
Territory. 

By the early 1800s, Indian removal was a significant issue throughout the southeastern U.S. 
and also in Florida. In 1830, the U.S. Congress passed the Indian Removal Act and as 
settlement increased, pressure grew on the U.S. government to remove the Indians from 
Florida.

Wikipedia - Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida#History

More specifically:

Assimilating Spanish Florida involved enslaving, ethic cleansing, and killing Seminoles.

The Seminole Wars … were the longest and most expensive, in both human and 
financial cost to the United States, of the American Indian Wars.
…
The First Seminole War (1817-1818) …
Free or runaways, "the Negroes among the Seminoles constituted a threat to the institution 
of slavery north of the Spanish border." The plantation owners, mostly from Mississippi 
and Georgia "knew this and constantly accused the Indians of stealing their Negroes."
…
The Second Seminole War (1835–1842) ...
United States unilaterally voiding the Treaty of Moultrie Creek and demanding that all 
Seminoles relocate to Indian Territory in present-day Oklahoma pursuant to the Indian 
Removal Act (1830).
…
The Third Seminole War (1855–1858) …
An increasing number of settlers in Southwest Florida led to increasing tension with 
Seminoles living in the area. In December 1855, US Army personnel located and destroyed a
large Seminole plantation west of the Everglades, perhaps to deliberately provoke a violent 
response that would result in the removal of … Seminole citizens from the region.

Wikipedia - Seminole Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Seminole_War

Hundreds of Black Seminoles escaped from Cape Florida to the Bahamas in the early 
1820s, to avoid US slave raiders.

Wikipedia - Spanish Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_Florida

The long Seminole War of 1835–42, the hardest-fought of all the Indian wars, was due to 
the tribe's refusal to cede their lands and remove to Arkansas in accordance with the treaty of
Payne's Landing (1832). At the close of this struggle, costing thousands of lives and 
millions of dollars, the Seminoles were removed to Arkansas.

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 24 - Seminole
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Seminole

The Seminole are a Native American people who developed in Florida in the 18th century.
Today, they live in Oklahoma and Florida, and comprise three federally recognized tribes: 
the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Miccosukee Tribe of 
Indians of Florida, as well as independent groups.

Wikipedia - Seminole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seminole

It's often said the “Negroes among the Seminoles” [aka Black Seminoles] were “escaped slaves”.

The tribe expanded considerably during this time, and was further supplemented from the 
late 18th century by escaped slaves from Southern plantations who settled near and paid 
tribute to Seminole towns. The latter became known as Black Seminoles, although they kept
many facets of their own Gullah culture.

Wikipedia - Seminole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seminole

Seminoles offered sanctuary to blacks, and these became known as the Black Seminoles, 
and clashes between whites and Indians grew with the influx of new settlers. 

In 1832, the Treaty of Payne's Landing promised to the Seminoles lands west of the 
Mississippi River if they agreed to leave Florida. Many Seminole left at this time.

Wikipedia - Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida#History

As early as 1689, the colonial authorities of Spanish Florida had begun to offer asylum to 
escaped slaves … from the Virginia Colony … in return for converting to Catholicism … 
and serving for four years in the colonial militia. … Fort Mose was the first free black 
settlement … in what would become the United States, and had a population of about 100.

Wikipedia - Fort Mose Historic State Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Mose_Historic_State_Park
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However, it's unlikely the “Negroes among the Seminoles” in 1817 were all “escaped slaves” 
because it's reported “most of the free black inhabitants emigrated to Cuba” in 1763.

After East Florida was ceded to the British in the 1763 Treaty of Paris, most of the free 
black inhabitants emigrated to Cuba with the evacuating Spanish settlers.
At that time, the black population at St. Augustine and Fort Mose totaled about 3,000, of 
whom about three quarters were escaped slaves.

Wikipedia - Fort Mose Historic State Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Mose_Historic_State_Park

Free or runaways, "the Negroes among the Seminoles constituted a threat to the institution
of slavery north of the Spanish border."

Wikipedia - Seminole Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Seminole_War

The Battle of Fort Mose was a significant action of the War of Jenkins' Ear that took place 
on June 14, 1740 in Spanish Florida. Captain Antonio Salgado commanded a Spanish 
column of 300 regular troops, backed by the free black militia under Francisco Menéndez 
and allied Seminole warriors consisting of Indian auxiliaries. They stormed Fort Mose, a 
strategically crucial position newly held by 170 British soldiers under Colonel John Palmer.
… Taken by surprise, the British garrison was virtually annihilated.

Wikipedia - Siege of Fort Mose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Fort_Mose

Unfortunately, Florida narratives tend towards ambiguity because words like “Indian” and “Native” 
may mean Seminole or Black Seminole [or something completely different] while “worker” may 
mean Slave or Freeman.

It's arguable the ambiguity is used to obscure inconvenient information.

In the first decade of the 18th century 10,000–12,000 Indians were taken as slaves 
according to the governor of La Florida and by 1710, observers noted that north Florida 
was virtually depopulated.

Wikipedia - Seminole Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Seminole_War

The missions of Spanish Florida are one of American history’s best kept secrets.
Between 1565 and 1763, more than 150 missions with names like San Francisco and San 
Antonio dotted the landscape from south Florida to the Chesapeake Bay.
...
Indian workers grew, harvested, ground, and transported corn that helped to feed the 
colony. Indians also provided labor for construction projects, including the imposing stone 
Castillo de San Marcos that still dominates St. Augustine today.

Laboring in the Fields of the Lord - Jerald T Milanich - 1999
Amazon US   https://www.amazon.com/dp/081302966X
Amazon UK https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/081302966X

The Castillo de San Marcos is the oldest masonry fort in the continental United States; it is 
located on the western shore of Matanzas Bay in the city of St. Augustine, Florida. It was 
designed by the Spanish engineer Ignacio Daza, with construction beginning in 1672 …

Though built in part by black slaves owned by the Spanish, the fort later served as one of 
the first entry points of fugitive slaves from British North America into Spanish Florida, 
where they were freed by the colonial authorities.

Wikipedia - Castillo de San Marcos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castillo_de_San_Marcos

Beginning in the second half of the 16th century, the Kingdom of Spain established a 
number of missions throughout La Florida in order to convert the Native Americans to 
Christianity, to facilitate control of the area, and to prevent its colonization by other 
countries … only a few mission sites in Florida have been found and positively identified.

Wikipedia - Spanish Missions in Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_missions_in_Florida

Either way:

The  Gullah language spoken by the Black Seminoles is “likened to” Sierra Leone Krio.

The Black Seminoles … associated with the Seminole people in Florida and Oklahoma.
...
As early as 1689, black Indians fled from the South Carolina Lowcountry to Spanish 
Florida seeking freedom. These were people who gradually formed what has become known
as the Gullah culture of the coastal Southeast.

Wikipedia - Black Seminoles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Seminoles

The Gullah are an African American ethnic group who predominantly live in the 
Lowcountry region of the U.S. states of Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, and North 
Carolina, within the coastal plain and the Sea Islands. Their language and culture have 
preserved a significant influence of Africanisms as a result of their historical geographic 
isolation and the community's relation to their shared history and identity.
…
The Gullah people speak an English-based creole language containing many African 
loanwords and influenced by African languages in grammar and sentence structure. 
Sometimes referred to as "Sea Island Creole" by linguists and scholars, the Gullah 
language is sometimes likened to Bahamian Creole, Barbadian Creole, Guyanese Creole, 
Belizean Creole, Jamaican Patois and the Sierra Leone Krio language of West Africa.

Gullah crafts, farming and fishing traditions, folk beliefs, music, rice-based cuisine and 
story-telling traditions all exhibit strong influences from Central and West African cultures.

Wikipedia - Gullah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah

Sierra Leonean Creole or Krio is an English-based creole language that is lingua franca 
and de facto national language spoken throughout the West African nation of Sierra Leone. 
Krio is spoken by 96 percent of the country's population, and it unites the different ethnic
groups in the country, especially in their trade and social interaction with each other.

Wikipedia - Krio Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krio_language

And it's possible the Black Seminoles in the Everglades were originally adjacent to Sierra Leone.

A few hundred Seminole remained in Florida in the Everglades.

Wikipedia - Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida#History

Federally recognized Seminole tribes continue to live in the Everglades region.

Wikipedia - Indigenous People of the Everglades Region
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_people_of_the_Everglades_region

Watch the extended animated version
https://malagabay.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/crocodylidae-distribution-animation_v5-1.gif

By the middle of the 18th century, thousands of acres in the Georgia and South Carolina
… were … African rice fields. … By about 1708, South Carolina had a black majority. 

Wikipedia - Gullah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah

The Gullah people … primarily from the Mende populations of … Sierra Leone …

Wikipedia - Gullah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah

The Mende are one of the two largest ethnic groups in Sierra Leone ...

Wikipedia - Mende People
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mende_people

It's also possible Black Seminole is a synonym for Black Carib.

Black Caribs fiercely resisted the European colonisation of Caribbean islands.

Malaga Bay - American Africans
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/american-africans/

Kenneth Porter … examines the Black Seminole role in the bloody Second Seminole War, 
when John Horse and his men distinguished themselves as fierce warriors, and their forced 
removal to the Oklahoma Indian Territory in the 1840s, where John's leadership ability 
emerged. The account includes the Black Seminole exodus in the 1850s to Mexico, their 
service as border troops for the Mexican government, and their return to Texas in the 1870s, 
where many of the men scouted for the U.S. Army.

The Black Seminoles - Kenneth Wiggins Porter - 1996
https://archive.org/details/blackseminoleshi0000port/page/n1/mode/1up

Amazon US   https://www.amazon.com/dp/081304488X
Amazon UK https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/081304488X

The first years following Florida's annexation to the United States in 1821 were marked 
with violent conflicts between white settlers and Seminoles, whose bands often included 
runaway African slaves.

Wikipedia - St. Johns River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Johns_River

Historically, the Black Seminoles lived mostly in distinct bands near the Native American 
Seminole. Some were held as slaves, particularly of Seminole leaders, but the black 
Seminole had more freedom than did slaves held by whites in the South and by other Native 
American tribes, including the right to bear arms.

Wikipedia - Black Seminoles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Seminoles

The ferocity of Black Caribs is reportedly demonstrated by their merciless slaying of males 
while the females were spared for their “personal or domestic use”.

Malaga Bay - American Africans
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/american-africans/

Seminole resentment grew ... There were forty to fifty people on the boat, including twenty 
sick soldiers, seven wives of soldiers, and possibly some children … Most of the boat's 
passengers were killed … One woman was taken prisoner … six survivors ...

Wikipedia - Seminole Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Seminole_War#Fowltown_and_the_Scott_Massacre

Court academics also prefer to downplay reports that Blacks Africans [aka Black Caribs] 
had populated many Caribbean islands long before Columbus arrived in 1492.

Malaga Bay - American Africans
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/american-africans/

… the Gullah language is sometimes likened to Bahamian Creole, Barbadian Creole, 
Guyanese Creole, Belizean Creole, Jamaican Patois and the Sierra Leone Krio language...

Wikipedia - Gullah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gullah

Sir Walter Raleigh assures us that the Charaibes of the coast of Guiana spoke the 
language of Dominica ; and I incline to the opinion of Martyr, that the islanders were rather
a colony from the Caribs of South America, than from any nation of the North.

Aborigines of the West Indies - Frederick Albion - 1894
https://archive.org/details/aboriginesofwest00ober/page/42/mode/1up

Hundreds of Black Seminoles and slaves travelling [107 nautical miles] in 1823 by canoe 
and 27 sloops across the Gulf Stream joined them, with more arriving in later years.

Wikipedia - Andros, Bahamas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andros,_Bahamas

Red Bays Village - The Bahamas Family of Islands Geotourism Program
https://bahamasgeotourism.com/entries/red-bays-village/eaf534a2-485d-4035-ad17-

bac80ceee0de

On the other hand:

Black Seminole and Black Carib might be different facets of American African culture.

Malaga Bay - American Africans
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/american-africans/

Our analysis of mtDNA … in an archival sample of Black Caribs ... of Belize, confirms 
historical reports that suggest high levels of admixture of the original Island Caribs with 
West African people, and show specific genetic affinities with the Yoruba people.

Mitochondrial DNA polymorphisms in Carib people of Belize
María Victoria Monsalve and Erika Hagelberg

Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences - September 1997
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/13913970

The Yoruba people are a West African ethnic group that mainly inhabits parts of Nigeria, 
Benin and Togo that constitute Yorubaland.

Wikipedia - Belize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belize

Either way:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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Footnote #1

The 1513 Requerimiento may [or may not] explain some aspects of Spanish Florida history.

The 1513 Requerimiento, in relation to the Spanish invasion of the Americas and the 
subsequent Spanish colonization of the Americas, demanded the local populations to 
accept Spanish rule and allow preaching to them by Catholic missionaries on pain of 
war, slavery or death. 

The Requerimiento did not demand conversion, but the Indian Reductions through the 
Encomienda and Mission systems often did. This claim provided a legal loophole for 
enslavement of the population as rebellious vassals if they resisted, and the document stated:
"We emphasise that any deaths that result from this [rejection of Christian rule] are your 
fault…."

The European view of the inherent right to conquest and domination in the New World was 
captured in a declaration addressed to Indian populations known as El Requerimiento (The 
Requirement). The document was prepared by the Spanish jurist Juan López de Palacios 
Rubios, a staunch advocate of the divine right of monarchs and territorial conquest. It was 
first used in 1514 by Pedrarias Dávila, a Spanish aristocrat who had fought the Moors in 
Granada and later became Governor of Nicaragua.

The Spanish Requirement, issued in the names of King Ferdinand and Queen Juana, his 
daughter, was a mixture of religious and legal justifications for the confiscation of New 
World territories and the subjugation of their inhabitants. At the time, it was believed that 
Native Americans resisted conquest and conversion for one of two reasons: malice or 
ignorance. The Requirement was putatively meant to eliminate ignorance.

A member of the conquistador's force would read El Requerimiento in Castilian before
a group of Indians on the shore, who, with or without translation, remained 
uncomprehending. 

All the region's inhabitants were thus considered to have been advised of Spain's religious 
and legal rights to conquest and forewarned of the consequences of resisting. 

The true nature of the Spanish Requirement, however, was one of absolution; the symbolic 
act of reading the document relieved the crown and its agents from legal and moral 
responsibility for the conquest, enslavement and killing of Native Americans. 

Readings were often dispensed with prior to planned attacks.

Wikipedia - Spanish Requirement of 1513
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requerimiento

Footnote #2

According to court historians the indigenous peoples of Florida were essentially extinct by 1800.

European colonists encountered numerous groups of indigenous peoples in Florida.

Recorded information on various groups ranges from numerous detailed reports to the mere 
mention of a name. Some of the indigenous peoples were taken into the system of Spanish 
missions in Florida, others had sporadic contact with the Spanish without being brought into 
the mission system, but many of the peoples are known only from mention of their names in 
historical accounts.

All of these peoples were essentially extinct in Florida by the end of the 18th century.

Most died from exposure to Eurasian infectious diseases, such as smallpox and measles, to 
which they had no immunity; others died from conflict with European colonists in the 
16th, 17th and 18th centuries.

Wikipedia - Indigenous Peoples of Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_peoples_of_Florida

For example:

The Timucua people were essentially extinct by 1710.

The Timucua were a Native American people who lived in Northeast and North Central 
Florida and southeast Georgia. They were the largest indigenous group in that area and 
consisted of about 35 chiefdoms, many leading thousands of people.
…
The people suffered severely from the introduction of Eurasian infectious diseases.

By 1595, their population was estimated to have been reduced from 200,000 to 50,000 and 
thirteen chiefdoms remained.

By 1700, the population of the tribe had been reduced to an estimated 1,000 due to slave 
raids from Carolinian settlers and their Indian allies. The local slave trade completed their 
extinction as a tribe soon after the turn of the 18th century. 

Wikipedia - Timucua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timucua

In some narratives even the name of the Timucua is extinct.

In the first decade of the 18th century 10,000–12,000 Indians were taken as slaves 
according to the governor of La Florida and by 1710, observers noted that north Florida 
was virtually depopulated.

Wikipedia - Seminole Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Seminole_War

The Calusa people were essentially extinct by 1763.

Total population Extinct as a tribe
…
The Calusa were a Native American people of Florida's southwest coast.
…
They developed a complex culture based on estuarine fisheries rather than agriculture.

Calusa territory reached from Charlotte Harbor to Cape Sable, all of present-day Charlotte, 
Lee, and Collier counties, and may have included the Florida Keys at times.

They had the highest population density of South Florida; estimates of total population at 
the time of European contact range from 10,000 to several times that, but these are 
speculative.

Calusa political influence and control also extended over other tribes in southern Florida, 
including the Mayaimi around Lake Okeechobee, and the Tequesta and Jaega on the 
southeast coast of the peninsula. Calusa influence may have also extended to the Ais tribe on
the central east coast of Florida.
…
After the outbreak of war between Spain and England in 1702, slaving raids by Uchise 
Creek and Yamasee Indians allied with the Province of Carolina began reaching far down 
the Florida peninsula.

The Carolinan colonists supplied firearms to the Creek and Yemasee, but the Calusa, who 
had isolated themselves from Europeans, had none.

Ravaged by new infectious diseases introduced to the Americas by European contact and by 
the slaving raids, the surviving Calusa retreated south and east.

In 1711, the Spanish helped evacuate 270 Indians, including many Calusa, from the Florida 
Keys to Cuba (where almost 200 soon died).

They left 1,700 behind. 

The Spanish founded a mission on Biscayne Bay in 1743 to serve survivors from several 
tribes, including the Calusa, who had gathered there and in the Florida Keys. The mission 
was closed after only a few months.

When Spain ceded Florida to the Kingdom of Great Britain in 1763, the Spanish removed 
the last remnants of the tribes of south Florida to Cuba. 

While a few Calusa individuals may have stayed behind and been absorbed into the 
Seminole, no documentation supports that.

Wikipedia - Calusa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calusa

The Tequesta were a Native American tribe. At the time of first European contact they 
occupied an area along the southeastern Atlantic coast of Florida. They had infrequent 
contact with Europeans and had largely migrated by the middle of the 18th century.
…
The Tequesta were more or less dominated by the more numerous Calusa of the southwest
coast of Florida.
…
Estimates of the number of Tequesta at the time of initial European contact range from 800 
to 10,000, while estimates of the number of Calusa on the southwest coast of Florida range 
from 2,000 to 20,000.

Wikipedia - Tequesta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tequesta

However, given their ferocity it seems very unlikely the Calusa were meekly removed in 1763.

The first recorded contact between the Calusa and Europeans was in 1513, when Juan 
Ponce de León landed on the west coast of Florida in May … 20 war canoes attacked the 
Spanish, who drove off the Calusa, killing or capturing several of them. The next day 80 
"shielded" canoes attacked the Spanish ships, but the battle was inconclusive.
… 
In 1517 Francisco Hernández de Córdoba … was also attacked by the Calusa.

In 1521 … the Calusa drove the Spanish out, mortally wounding Ponce de León.
…
Dominican missionaries reached the Calusa domain in 1549 but withdrew because of the 
hostility of the tribe.
…
Re-entering the area in 1614, Spanish forces attacked the Calusa as part of a war between 
the Calusa and Spanish-allied tribes around Tampa Bay. 

A Spanish expedition to ransom some captives held by the Calusa in 1680 was forced to 
turn back; neighboring tribes refused to guide the Spanish, for fear of retaliation by the 
Calusa.

Wikipedia - Calusa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calusa

The Calusa lived in social strata and were able to create canals, earthworks, and shellworks. 
The Calusa were also able to resist Spanish attempts at conquest.

Wikipedia - Everglades National Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Everglades_National_Park

In fact:

The slaying of male foes suggests the Calusa were culturally associated with the  Black Carib.

Salvaged goods and survivors from wrecked Spanish ships reached the Calusa during the 
1540s and 1550s. The best information about the Calusa comes from the Memoir of 
Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda, one of these survivors.

Fontaneda was shipwrecked on the east coast of Florida, likely in the Florida Keys, about 
1550, when he was thirteen years old. Although many others survived the shipwreck, only 
Fontaneda was spared … Warriors killed all the adult men.

Wikipedia - Calusa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calusa

The ferocity of Black Caribs is reportedly demonstrated by their merciless slaying of 
males while the females were spared for their “personal or domestic use”.

Malaga Bay - American Africans
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/american-africans/

Either way:

All the narrative remnants from the essentially extinct indigenous people of Florida were 
unceremoniously tossed into the Melting Pot so that storyline scraps and inconvenient information 
could be mixed, melded and moulded by ethnogenesis into nice neat narratives where every Black 
person in the Americas is ultimately deemed to be a descendent of a Sub-Saharan Shipped Slave.

The Seminole people emerged in a process of ethnogenesis from various Native American
groups who settled in Spanish Florida beginning in the early 1700s, most significantly 
northern Muscogee Creeks from what is now Georgia and Alabama.

Wikipedia - Seminole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seminole

… two major tribes emerged in the area: the Calusa and the Tequesta.
…
After more than 210 years of relations with the Spanish, both indigenous societies lost 
cohesiveness. 

Official records indicate that survivors of war and disease were transported to Havana 
with Spanish colonists in the late 18th century, after Great Britain took over some of the 
territory.

Isolated groups may have been assimilated into the Seminole nation, 
which formed in northern Florida when 
a band of Creek consolidated surviving members of pre-Columbian societies
in Florida into their own group to become a distinct tribe, in a process of
ethnogenesis. 

They also were
joined by free blacks and escaped slaves,
who became known as Black Seminole. 

Wikipedia - Indigenous People of the Everglades Region
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_people_of_the_Everglades_region

Wikipedia - Israel Zangwill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel_Zangwill

The melting pot is a monocultural metaphor for a heterogeneous society becoming more 
homogeneous, the different elements "melting together" with a common culture; an 
alternative being a homogeneous society becoming more heterogeneous through the influx 
of foreign elements with different cultural backgrounds, possessing the potential to create 
disharmony within the previous culture.
…
The melting-together metaphor was in use by the 1780s. The exact term "melting pot" 
came into general usage in the United States after it was used as a metaphor describing a 
fusion of nationalities, cultures and ethnicities in the 1908 play of the same name. 

Wikipedia - Melting Pot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melting_pot

 
And the rest, as they say, is American History.
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